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SUMMARY 

Different modalities are used for the diagnosis of breast lumps. Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is 
now the most popular, single modality for diagnosing different breast lumps. One hundred patients with 
breast lumps underwent fine needle aspiration cytology and later surgery. Sixty true-positive cases and 37 
true-negative cases were diagnosed. Only 3 false-negative cases were reported. No false-positive case was 
diagnosed. The sensitivity. the specificity, the predictive value of positivity, and the diagnostic accuracy 
were estimated and were found to be 95%, I 00%, I 00%and 97% respectively. It is summarized that 
FNAC of breast lumps can replace surgical biopsy (open or needle core) and a positive result can obviate 
the need for frozen section prior to radical procedure. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fine needle aspiration cytology of the breast 
lump. is. a simple, 111expensive, innocuous. accurate 
and quick diagnostic procedure that can be learned 
competently in a short period of time'. It is 
psychologically more acceptable to the patient than 
a biopsy because of a simple office procedure, 
causes little discomfort and does not leave a scar'·2• 

Patient can be better stabilized emotionally for the 
preparation of surgery when a diagnosis of 
carcinoma is made on aspiration, as compared to a 
frozen section. It helps to reduce hospital costs for 
patients with carc1110111a by avoiding two-stage 
surgery or an excisional biopsy and may obviate the 
need for a frozen section t .4.s. Fine needle aspiration 
cytology is of special value for definite diagnosis of 
clinically inoperable mammary carcinoma prior to 
radiotherapy. A suspected thoracic wall recurrence 
after mastectomy or a possible "Second Cancer "in 
the opposite breast can be easily diagnosed with 
FNAC 1

.�. Fine needle aspiration cytological 
diagnosis of malignancy metastatic to the breast is 
essential in order to avoid unnecessary mastectomy, 

to ensure appropriate chemotherapy and/or 
irradiation treatment. Fine needle aspiration can 
provide a prompt diagnosis in pregnant patients, as 
the surgeons tend to avoid excisional biopsies in 
such patients because of a hyperpigmented ugly 
scar, higher incidence of haematomas, infections 
and the interference with lactation 1• There ts no risk 
of spreading cancer cells<·. The procedure is not 
only diagnostic but also therapeutic in case of a 
cyst. Fine needle aspiration cytology quickly 
establishes the diagnosis in some cases of 
inflammatory lesion and passes on the information 
as to bacterial type and sensitivity, after culturing 
the aspirated material, where both excisional and 
incisional biopsies are initially unwise7

·
8

• Definitive 
preoperative diagnosis allows the surgeon to 
schedule the cases more appropriate!/. In cases 
selected for preoperative irradiation, and in which 
the hormone receptor analysis may also be required, 
cytological smears made by FNA make it possible, 
since the primary tumour may undergo severe 
degeneration or may even disappear after 
irradiation5. Fine needle aspiration cytology is not 
only a faster, less painful, less expensive and less 
technically demanding procedure for the diagnosis 
of neoplastic diseases used in many countries, but 
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also does not require the services of surgeons, 
anaesthetists or extensiYe capital investment. It 
would be ideally suitable for use in underdeveloped 
countries9

. 

PATIENTS AND METHODS 

A total number of 100 (98 females and 02 
males) patients with palpable lumps in the breast, 
admitted in different wards or those referred to the 

outpatient aspiration cytology clinic of 
Histopathology Department of Shaikh Zayed 

Hospital Lahore were chosen for this study. 

The FNA Technique 

I. The lump was grasped with non-dominant
hand between the thumb and the forefinger in
a position suitable for needling. At times it
was easier to push the mass against a rib,
holding it between middle and the forefinger.

2. The skin was cleaned with a cotton swab
soaked in (antiseptic) methylated spirit.

3. Skin wheal was made with 2% xylocain.
4. The needle was introduced through the skin,

making sure that the syringe was in the
resting position (plunger at "o" ml mark).

7. 

5. After the needle was introduced into the
lesion, the suction was applied. (The plunger
of the syringe was pulled to the 20-ml mark).
The needle was moved back and forth (in the
same plane within the mass. The suction was
maintained during needling until some
material had appeared in the plastic hub of
the needle.

8. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

The plunger was released.
The needle was withdrawn.
The patient was advised to apply pressure at
the site of the aspiration. using an antiseptic

swab. The same antiseptic soaked swab, used
to sterilize the skin can also be used1

• 

Smears from the aspirated material were
prepared immediately without delay, as it
tends to clot quickly.

The smears were air dried for Giemsa staining 
and fixed in alcohol for Papanicolaou stain. 

Patients with breast lumps selected for fine 
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needle aspiration cytology, when underwent 
surgery, from their lumpectomy/mastectomy or 
needle biopsy specimens, tissue blocks were made. 
These blocks were processed routinely using 
automated tissue processor (Shandon). Sections 
made from these paraffin blocks were then 
subsequently stained with haematoxylin and eosin 
stain. FNA cytology results were then correlated 
with histological findings of tissue obtained from 
lumpectomy/mastectomy specimens. 

Total numbers of 100 patients included in this 
study were divided into five groups according to 
their (final) histological diagnoses: Group 1 
(Malignant neoplastic disease of breast), Group 2 
(Benign neoplastic diseases of breast), Group 3 
(Non-inflammatory non-neoplastic diseases of 
breast), Group 4 (Inflammatory disease of breast) 
and Miscellaneous Group 5. Group 1 included 63 
cases and the groups 2 to 5 together included 3 7 
cases. 

The sens1t1v1ty, the specificity and the 
predictive values of FNAC were calculated by using 

the following formulae2 ·10·1 1.1 2• 

(TN+ TP 

Efficiency(%)= ---------- X 100 

(TP + FP + TN + FN) 

TP 

Sensitivity(%)= --- ----XIOO 

TP +FN 

TN 

Specificity(%)= ---------- X 100 

TN+ FP 

Positive Predictive Value(%)= 

TP 
FP 

True positive 

False positive 

TN 

FN 

RESULTS 

TN 

---- X 100 

TN+ FP 

True negative 

False negative 

The results with suggestive and positive 
cytological findings were considered False positive 
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(FP), i_f subsequent histological findings were 
negative and were counted True positive (TP), if 
histological findings were confirmed as positive. 
Cases with unsatisfactory and negative cytological 
findings were considered true negative (TN), when 
histological findings were confirmed as negative, 
and false negative (FN), when histological findings 
were confirmed as positive for malignancy. 

The sensitivity of the FNAC was 95.23% and 
the specificity was I 001

10. The predictive value of 
positivity was I001X, and the efficiency (diagnostic 
accuracy) of 97% was estimated. The false negative 
rate was 4.77% and the false positive rate was 0% 
and no false-positive case was reported (Table-I). 

Table 1: Compilation of overall results (FNAC) 
(numbers in parenthesis are percentages) 

True-positive carcinoma with positive or 
True-positive 
False positive (benign lesion) 
False-negative 
Total 

Sensitivity 
Specificity 
Efficiency (diagnostic accurc1cy) 
False-negative rate 
False-pos1t1ve rate 

No. of cases 

60 
37 

None 
J 

100 
(95.23) 

( I 00.00) 
(97.00) 
(4.77) 
(0.00) 

One rnadequate aspirate 1s also rncluded 111 false-negative cases. 

Out of 63 malignant cases, 62 were 
carcinomas and O I was sarcoma on histological 
examination. 

C)tological examination of these 63 cases
showed a definirive malignancy in 55 cases. Five 
cases were suggestive or suspicious of carcinoma 
thus making cytologically positive and suspicious 
cases up to 60. Two were false negative and O I was 
an inadequate aspirate. (Various types of malignant 
tumours aspirated are listed in Table -2). 

Out of 37 benign cases, 16 were benign 
neoplasm. On FNAC' 13 were fibroadenomas 
(including I patient who had multiple 
fibroadenomas). 02 fibroadenomas with associated 
fibrocystic change. 02 cases of gynaecomastia, 12 
with fibrocyst1c change, 06 cases had features of 
chronic inflammation I non-specific breast 
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abscess/tissue adjacent to breast abscess, 0 I case of 
benign breast tissue (0 l case of tubular adenoma 
with changes due to pregnancy revealed inadequate 
aspirate). 

One inadequate aspirate is also included in 
false-negative cases. 

DISCUSSION 

Group I (Malignant neoplastic disease of breast) 
The high percentages of true-positive cases in 

this study differ from most of the other authors 
predominantly because a limited number of cases 
(n= IOO) were included in this study. Most of the
carcinoma positive cases underwent surgery, 
whereas others avoided surgery or were lost to 
follow up and were not included in this study. 
Results of the true-positive plus suspicious 
(97.23%) cases were close to those described by 
Kline et al3 as 90.38%, Gardecki et al. 13 as 90.6% 
in their second series. The sensitivity (95.23%), the 
specificity (I 00%), the predictive value of positivity 
(I 00%) and the efficiency (97%) values agreed with 
most of the authors (Table-3 ). These values also 
appeared to be near to or within the range described 
by Wilkinson 14

• The false-negative rate was 4.77%
which approaches near to those of Shabot et al. 15 

reported as 3.8% and Palombini et al. 1
� mentioned

as 3.2%,, but differ from Watson et al. 10 described
as 25.81% and Horgan et al. 2 had shown as 15.91%. 
The false-positive rate was 0% as no false-positive 
case was reported in the current study which agrees 
with those of Shabot et al.15

, Wanebo et al.23, but
differs from those of others (Table-3 ). 

Various Types of Carcinomas 
Various types were noted and compared with 

the results of different authors. All the cases of 
infiltrating ductal carcinoma were proven to be 
same on histological examination (Figs. I & 2). 
These results matched with the study done by 
Horgan et ai2. They had reported 88.25% cases out 
of 264 breast malignancies. One false-negative case 
was also reported on cytological examination in the 
current study. This case was reported as fibrocystic 
disease with epitheliosis and atypical cells on 

-T--- -- ---.-
------ - - -- --
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Table-2: Histological and cytological diagnoses of 63 malignancies. 

Histological diagnosis 

Infiltrating ductal carcinoma (48) 
Infiltrating lobular carcinom<.1 (03) 
Medullary carcinoma (02) 
Infiltrating squamous cell carcinoma (01) 
lnsitu and infiltrating ductal carcinoma 
with insitu lobular component (0 I) 
lntraduct comedo with infiltrating ductal 
carcinoma (05) 
Infiltrating ductal carcinoma with both 
lobular & ductal component (0 I) 
Infiltrating Lobular carcinoma with both 
lobular & ductal component (0 I) 
Cystosarcoma phylloidcs (0 I) 
Totul 

Definitive 

43 (66.25) 
2 (3.17) 
2 (3. I 7) 
I ( 1.58) 
I ( 1.58) 

3 (4.76) 

I (1.58) 

I ( 1.58) 

I ( 1.58) 
55 (87 ."\()) 

·
• 

Cytological Diagnosis 
Suspicious/ False negative Inadequate Total 
suggestive aspirate 

4 (6.35) I (1.58) 48 (76.19) 
I ( 1.58) 3 (4.76) 

2 (3.17) 
I ( 1.58) 
I ( 1.58) 

1(1.58) 1(1.58) 5 (7.93) 

I (1.58) 

I ( 1.58) 

I (1.58) 

5 (7.9."\) 2 (3.17) I ( 1.58) 63(100) 

• 

·�
-

Fig. 1. FNA, breast lump: Ductal carcinoma (Giemsa stain x 40). 

FNAC. The fine needle probably missed the lesion 
during aspiration and adjacent tissue with features 
of fibrocystic disease was aspirated. However a 
biopsy was suggested to rule out malignancy, due to 

the presence of few atypical cells. 

The results of the current study match with 

the results of most of the following authors. Kline et 
al. 3 

had reported 4.12% cases of lobular carcinoma 
out of 364 breast malignancies, and Horgan et al. 2 

had also reported 4.92% cases of lobular 
carcinomas out of 264 malignant breast lesions. In 
our study 4.76 '!Ii, cases were reported as lobular 

carcinomas (Figs. 3 & 4 ). 
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Fig. 2. Histology: Infiltrating ductal carcinoma (H & E stain x 10). 

The diagnostic accuracy of malignancy ts 
100% in cases of medullary carcinoma (Figs. 5-6). 
The results of current study matche with the 

prevalence of medullary carcinoma described by 

Kline et al.3 as 1.92%, Wanebo et al.23 3.25% and 
Horgan et al. 2 as 1.51 %. In our series the incidence 
was 3.17%. 

One case was reported as infiltrating 
squamous cell carcinoma. Whole body scan (CAT 
scan) and other diagnostic modalities had failed to 

reveal any other primary lesion. Chen ic, had 

mentioned a case of pure squamous cell carcinoma 
of the breast. One case of infiltrating tubular 
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Fig. 3. FNA: Lobular carcinoma (Giemsa stain x 40). 

Fig. 4. Histology; Lobular carcinoma (H&E stain 4x). 

Fig. 5. FNA: Medullary carcinoma (Giemsa stain x 40). 

Fig. 6. Histology: Medullary carcinoma with squamoid differentiation 
(H&E stain x40). 

Table-3: Cross comparison of fine needle aspiration cytology of breast lumps in different studies. 

Names of the workers Sensitivity Specificity Predictive value Efficiency 
of positive (diagnostic accuracy) 

Shabot ct al.1� 93.87 100.00 I 00.00 96.20 
Wancbo ct al.�-' 79.00 100.00 100.00 
Knight ct al ( 198(>) 79.00 98.00 9.40 
Watson ct al.1n 74.00 99.60 98.00 95.00 
Kahky et al.8 92.00 97.00 92.00 
Palombini et al.1� 95.70 89.60 95.90 94.00 
Natali et al ( 1990) 88.62 97.90 98.40 92.40 
Horgan ct al.' 84.00 99.00 95.00 
N1castri et al ( 199 I) 81.00 98.00 98.00 89.U
Latif & Cheema"" I 00. 00 97.43 85.71 97.77
Vetrani et al (1992) 93.00 92.40 93. 70 92.80
Current study 95.23 100.00 I 00.00 97.00

51 
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Fig. 7. FNA: Phylloides tumour (Pap. Stain x40) . 

.. 

' -. 

... 

Fig. 8. Histology: Phylloides tumour (H&E stain xlO). 

carcinoma was aspirated. Lamb and Anderson 17 

diagnosed 3.14% cases of infiltrating tubular/ 
cribriform carcinoma while Bondeson and 
Lindholm 18 had described a- series of 34 cases of 
tubular breast carcinomas. 

There was only a single histologically proven 
case of cystosarcoma phylloides diagnosed on 
cytological examination and confirmed on 
histological examination (Figs. 7 & 8). Webb''' has 
reported 8.33% cases of cystosarcoma phylloides. 

Group 2 (Benign neoplastic diseases of breast) 
In our study [ l 3(fibroadenomas) plus 02 

(fibroadenoma with fibrocystic change)]=l 5cases 
were diagnosed on FNAC' out of total 16 cases of 
fibroadenomas (Figs. 9 & I 0). The results of this 
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Fig. 9. FNA: Fibroadenoma (Pap. Stain x40). 

( 

' \ 
.;: � ... "" " 1 

Fig. 10. Histology: Fibroadenoma (H&E stain x40). 

study were comparable with the results of Wanebo 
et al. 8 reported as 29 (28.15%) cases of 
fibroadenoma and 2 (1.97%) cases of tubular 
adenoma out of total 103 cases of benign breast 
diseases. Lateef and Cheema20 have described 15 
(31.25%) cases, out of which 12 were biopsy 
proven and 2 cases were lost to follow-up out of a 
total 48 benign cases. The results of current study 
differ from those of Webb 19 who has reported 17 
(14.76%) histologically proven cases of 
fibroadenomas out of total 115 benign cases; Casey 
et al.22 had mentioned 9 (8.25%) definite cases of 
fibroadenoma and raised suspicion of malignancy in 
O I histologically proven case of fibroadenoma, out 
of a total I 09 benign cases. 
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Group 3 (Non-inflammatory non-neoplastic 
diseases of breast) 

We diagnosed 12 cases of fibrocystic disease 
and 02 cases of gynaecomastia. 

The results of this study were similar to those 
of Lateef and Cheema�0

. They have mentioned 19 
(39.58%) cases of fibrocystic disease. The results 
vary from those of Smith et al. 7 who described 91 
( 46. 9%) cases of benign cystic disease of breast. In 
the current study the incidence of gynaecomastia 
(5.4%) matches with that of Webb23 who mentioned 
2 (1.94%) cases and Wanebo et al.8 diagnosed 2 
( 1.58%) cases of gynaecomastia. 

Group 4 (Inflammatory disease of breast) 

In our study 06 cases of non-specific 
inflammatory diseases of breast were diagnosed. 

The results of the current study match with 
the results of Lateef and Cheema2°, possibly 
because of prevalence of inflammatory disease in 
this part of the world as compared to the western 
world. The results of inflammatory breast diseases 
differ from those of Smith et al.7 who had shown 14 
(7.21%) cases; Wanebo et al.8 had mentioned 9

(7.14%) cases of inflammatory diseases of breast in 
their series. 

Miscellaneous Group 5 
A single case of benign breast tissue was 

included. This case was not excluded from the study 
hecause it was used as a case of normal control for 
cytological examination. 

CONCLUSION 

It can he concluded that fine needle 
aspiration cytology of the breast lump is a simple, 
inexpensive, innocuous. accurate. reliable and quick 
diagnostic procedure that can be learned 
competently in a short period of time. 
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